Complete Rule Book
3 Point Contest Rules:


Must use a basketball court that has a painted three point line (minimum length = National
High School Association Rules; line that is equal to, or greater than, the top of the key)
o College and Professional 3 Point lines are acceptable.



Shots must be taken with both feet completely behind the 3 point line.



When you touch the “START” button you will have a 5 second count down before the camera
opens and then 90 seconds to shoot 10 three point shots (do not shoot more than 10
shots if you do not make the first 10 shots in a row).



If all 10 shots are made, continue shooting until you miss or until the video stops - 90
seconds have elapsed (do not shoot more than 10 shots if you do not make the first 10
shots in a row).

o During the final 5 seconds of the 90 seconds you will hear a “tone” indicating there are 10
seconds remaining before the camera closes.
o Count shots made and record the number of shots made
a. Example #1: You make 7 out of 10 shots – you submit the score of “7”
b. Example #2: You make 17 shots in a row in 90 seconds – you submit the score “17”
o If you made 10 or more shots record the number of shots made.
a. Example #1: You make 12 shots in a row but miss the 13th shot – you submit the score
“12”
b. Example #2: You make 10 shots in a row but miss the 11th shot – you submit the score
“10”


You can stop recording at any time if you have completed your 10 shots or if you decide to
end early because you know you can shoot better. Push the DONE button and the recording
will stop. Anytime you press DONE it subtracts a play from your total plays remaining.



Basketball must be visible at all times from the point of release from the hand to the time the
basketball reaches the rim (if the arc of the basketball leaves the video at any time the video
will be disqualified).



Players may have as many rebounders as they prefer but can only use one basketball.



Failure to report an accurate score, or failure to abide by the above rules, will result in a “0”
score recorded for the game and ranking will automatically be lowered to the next level.



All submitted videos become the property of Get Buckets.

Free Throw Contest Rules


Must use a basketball court that has a painted free throw line (minimum length = National
High School Association Rules; line that is equal to 15 feet).



Shots must be taken with both feet completely behind the free throw line.



When you touch the “START” button you will have a 5 second count down before the camera
opens and then 90 seconds to shoot 10 free throws (do not shoot more than 10 shots if
you do not make the first 10 shots in a row).



If all 10 shots are made, continue shooting until you miss or until the video stops - 90
seconds have elapsed (do not shoot more than 10 shots if you do not make the first 10
shots in a row).

o During the final 5 seconds of the 90 seconds you will hear a “tone” indicating there are 10
seconds remaining before the camera closes. o Count shots made and record the number of shots
made
a. Example #1: You make 7 out of 10 shots – you submit the score of “7”
b. Example #2: You make 17 shots in a row in 90 seconds – you submit the score “17”
o If you made 10 or more shots record the number of shots made.
a. Example #1: You make 12 shots in a row but miss the 13th shot – you submit the score
“12”
b. Example #2: You make 10 shots in a row but miss the 11th shot – you submit the score
“10”


You can stop recording at any time if you have completed your 10 shots or if you decide to
end early because you know you can shoot better. Push the DONE button and the recording
will stop. Anytime you press the DONE button it subtracts a play from your total plays
remaining.



Basketball must be visible at all times from the point of release from the hand to the time the
basketball reaches the rim (if the arc of the basketball leaves the video at any time the video
will be disqualified).



Players may have as many rebounders as they prefer but can only use one basketball.



Failure to report an accurate score, or failure to abide by the above rules, will result in a “0”
score recorded for the game and ranking will automatically be lowered to the next level.



All submitted videos become the property of Get Buckets.

Shop at Get Buckets
Get Buckets players can purchase or redeem prize points in the Get Buckets Shop for a variety of
merchandise items, gift cards, additional plays, rankings, or ad-free play.

